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TEAM BUILDING, NETWORKING
AND ENGAGEMENT

THANK YOU

In 2016 Tullawon Health Service (THS) Executive Management Team adopted a Bi-annual In-Service program that would be highly
beneficial for all staff & Board Members to come together to review the business, new policy and procedures, and plan for the future
together. The 2nd In-Service was held for 3 days in Whyalla and all staff were given the time and assistance to travel and attend.

Thank you to all the staff who contributed to our annual report by way of articles, photos, production, and
distribution. A special thank you to Peter Hall from Handpict Photography who provided photos for the front
cover and several more throughout this annual report. Thank you also to Peter Redden of Peter Redden
Content & Design Solutions for beautifully putting together this report.

Having all of the employees together in one location without distractions meant that everyone could participate in group activities
that merged the different departments. This allowed everyone to relax and get to know each other outside of the work environment.
The Strategic Plan for the Health Service was discussed so that employees could understand their role within the organisation and
where there are possibilities for development and growth as an individual and the business.
The Board were able to use this opportunity to hear about what each of the departments had been doing and where the employees
felt there was room for improvement. With the introduction of ‘Gayle’s Law’ it was important to implement a new Safety and Security
Policy to ensure the safety of all employees and compliance with the new legislation in South Australia. The Board were then able to
consult with all staff immediately to explain the changes and let them know everything the Health Service would be doing to ensure
their safety.

FUNDING BODIES
Tullawon Health Service Inc. would formally like to thank all of our funding bodies for their continued support
throughout 2017–2018. We would not be able to support the Anangu of Yalata Community without your help.

MAJOR FUNDING BODIES

ENGAGEMENT
We were able to continue our interaction with the Community by holding our annual NAIDOC and Christmas Family Days. As with
last year we organised show rides and treats for the children and had a great carnival experience. Both events were very successful
and thoroughly enjoyed by the Community Members.
Government of South Australia

NETWORKING

SA Health

The Yalata Community had the opportunity for the Army to come and base itself in the community to complete Engineering works
which meant that Tullawon Health Service were able to create a partnership with the medical professionals that were assigned to
the Army’s Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP). These Medical professionals were able to come into the clinic to
assist and learn from our clinic. We all appreciated the opportunity to share skills and experiences and found it a very beneficial
experience.

51
Government of South Australia
Department for Communities
and Social Inclusion

THS has been very excited that we have been able have these opportunities to support employees with their career development
and gain experience from other Medical Professionals. This allows us to offer the Community a positive experience when coming
to the Health Service.

Aboriginal health

in Aboriginal hands

Image: Yalata Community official
welcome day to the Army

Front Cover Image: Tullawon Health Service
community engagement – health promotion day
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tullawon Health Service Inc. would like to acknowledge all Yalata Anangu who are the Traditional Custodians of the Land. We
would also like to pay respect to the Elders both past and present of the Pitjantjatjara Nation and extend the same respect to other
Indigenous Australians who may read this.

VISION
The Tullawon Health Service Inc. vision is to provide and be recognised for providing Yalata Anangu with high quality, culturally
appropriate, efficient and effective primary health care and related services.

MISSION STATEMENT
Tullawon Health Service Inc. will provide the highest standard of primary health care, encompassing services to vulnerable
communities and the provision of trauma and critical care to clients. We do not discriminate in the provision of excellent care and
aim to treat all clients with dignity and respect.

VALUES
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

Respect
Helping
Knowledge
Leadership
Community
Cultural Values
Honesty
Friendship

Photo: Yalata community at dusk

The Anangu people of Yalata share significant health problems with the majority of Aboriginal communities in Australia. In the past
Aboriginal people saw that mainstream health services were failing to meet their needs. This was because of the barriers of culture
and remoteness. To gain access to appropriate health services, Aboriginal people have been establishing independently incorporated
and community controlled health services since the early 1970s. With these organisations in place, communities elect their own
Boards of Management to oversee the employment of staff and the planning, managing and delivery of primary health care services.
Yalata Maralinga Health Service Inc. (YMHS) was established in 1982 following community initiative and lobbying. The health service
was not only concerned with looking after people living in Yalata but also the older people who had returned to their traditional lands
to the north. Over the years some of the older people had returned and established the permanent community at Oak Valley, north-west
of Maralinga.
By the late 1990s Oak Valley was ready to establish its own health service called Oak Valley (Maralinga) Health Service (OV(M)).
Many meetings took place at this time and it was agreed that OV(M) would be established under the following principles:
▸▸ The Anangu people of Yalata and Oak Valley are one people.
▸▸ Both YHMS and OV(M) should make sure that there are cooperative and “seamless” arrangements, for Anangu,
between the health services.
The YMHS constitution was amended and adopted at a Special General Meeting on May 31st 2001 with the name of the organisation
being changed to Tullawon Health Service Inc. (THS). However, the importance of the two principles relating to services for
the people of Yalata and Oak Valley is maintained in the current THS Constitution.
Today, THS has grown substantially, with many programs focussing on Primary Health Care, Aged Care, Disability Care, Women’s
Health, Men’s Health, Child Health, Dental Health and more. THS is continuously trying to improve and use our not for profit funding
in the most cost-effective manner. We have a fantastic team of professionals that live in Yalata and many visiting staff and specialists
that provide services which ensure Yalata people receive the best health access they require.
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This annual reporting period 1st July 2017 to 30 June 2018 has again seen many challenges and in turn
opportunities for the Board members to actively participate in their governing roles. Changes to staff
and programs and new organisational developments for Tullawon Health Service has seen the Board
working closely to support the CEO and Business Manager.
This year the Board worked hard to complete the new Strategic Plan 2018 - 2023 and ensure we developed strategies to address
the reforms in front of us whilst incorporating strategies that embed the key engagement activities that we undertake annually.
As the Chairperson, I am proud of the collaborative work undertaken by all board members of Tullawon Health in the development
of a strategic plan that maintains a priority of self-determination and local Anangu workforce development.
On the 4th October 2017, we hosted the launch of the Yalata Clean Eyes Healthy Lives Amenities Building. I was unable to attend
due to cultural business, fellow board member; Mima Smart received the keys on behalf of Tullawon Health Service.
The Tullawon Health Service 2nd Board and Staff In-Service was held in Whyalla and it was great to have 100% of the Board in
attendance, we completed and endorsed the Strategic Plan and developed a draft Safety Policy in response to Gayle’s Law that was
then presented to the staff for input.
The NAIDOC and Christmas Family Days hosted by Tullawon this year have been a huge success. The feedback I received from the
Community has been very positive and we look forward to many more of these for Yalata into the coming years.
The Tullawon Board has nine members, Brian Queama (Vice Chair), Mima Smart, Duane Edwards, Leanne Cox, Timothy Murragilli,
Sharon Bryant, Donald Mungee, Dora Queama and myself. The Board positions are for a three-year term, this annual meeting
we have three board members standing down, Mima Smart, Timothy Murragilli and Sharon Bryant. I would like to thank them for
their valuable contributions and encourage them to re-nominate if they so choose.
In closing, I would like to personally and on behalf of the Tullawon Health Board thank our CEO, Joanne Badke for her hard work and
dedication to the development, growth and self-determination of not only the Tullawon Health board and staff but also more broadly
the Yalata community.
Palya, I look forward to working with the board, staff and community in the coming years.
RODERICK DAY
CHAIRPERSON

Image: Board Members at the In-Service, June 2018.
L–R: Donald Mungee, Roderick Day, Leanne Cox,
Mima Smart, Dora Queama and Timothy Murigilli

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S REPORT

This annual reporting period 1st July 2017 to
30th June 2018 has again seen many challenges,
staff and program changes and organisational
developments for Tullawon Health Service as a
whole.
This year’s annual report theme is “Working Together”
incorporating teambuilding, networking and engagement.
Key activities such as the development of the 5-year Strategic
Plan, whole of Board governance training, feasibility study
on Aged Care residential and Day centre requirements, Staff
and Board Bi-annual In-Service, Xmas Tree Family Day 2017,
and NAIDOC Family Day 2018.
Tullawon Health continues to meet industry standards for
all of our service areas and must participate in reviews
undertaken by our funding bodies and independent quality
reviewers; this requires us to ensure the Tullawon Health
Service Policy and Procedures are compliant with Industry
Standards and that all staff and Directors fully comply with
Tullawon Health Service Policy and Procedures, systems and
contractual agreements.

Industry reforms continue to create significant challenges for
Tullawon Health and Yalata Community, two major reforms have
already commenced, Aged Care to My Aged Care and Disability
to NDIS with a third major reform about to commence in
Aboriginal Health which affects funding methodologies and
could see Tullawon Health have a significant reduction in
funding. Implementation of the new funding model has been
extended to commence from 1st July 2019, during this time
Tullawon Health Service will be advocating on behalf of Yalata
and Oak Valley for recognition of the remote costs in this
model.
The Tullawon Health Executive are working tirelessly to ensure
that Tullawon Health Service has a sustainable future for the
Yalata Community, the many hours of work undertaken for
the strategic plan has been to ensure that Tullawon Health can
continue to provide teambuilding and community engagement
activities into the future, most importantly has been
developed from a ‘Self-determining’ framework.

This has become increasingly time consuming with the
large number of legislative compliance changes relevant to
Tullawon Health Service and our future.
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To assist the Board members and senior staff member’s
knowledge, and understanding of their roles, functions and
responsibility of legal compliances we engaged the Australian
Institute of Company Directors (AICD) to provide customised
Governance training.

Image: CEO Joanne Badke facilitating
at the In-Service, June 2018
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(CONTINUED)

ACHIEVEMENTS
Individual areas will report on their achievements in line with
our contractual obligations, over all Tullawon Health Service
has adequately met the majority of contractual requirements
and targets. However, we have a number of areas that
require improvements, in particular we need to improve
staff attendance and retention, equality of staff member’s
workloads, community health education, and engagement.
During this reporting period we have had some major
achievements some of which are described below.
SAFE EYE’S, HEALTHY LIVE’S PROGRAM UPDATE
(5–YEAR PLAN)
The Safe Eye’s, Healthy Lives (SEHL) program, in its third
year of the five-year plan to eliminate trachoma, continues
to have great outcomes. The SEHL Environmental Health
Officer (Ivan Bryant), as a registered volunteer Tree Grower,
has successfully planted over 100 tree seedlings that will be
ready for cultivation late 2018.
On Wednesday, 4 October 2017, I had the privilege of being
MC to the handover and opening ceremony of the Yalata
Clean Eyes Healthy Lives Amenities Building. The building
was opened by Major General, the Honourable Michael
Jeffery, Chairman of the Australian Trachoma Alliance and
officially handed to the community by Brigadier Susan Coyle,
Commander of the Australian Army’s 6th Combat Support
Brigade. Tullawon Health Service Board Member Aunty Mima
Smart (OAM) received the keys on behalf of the community.
The following formed part of the acceptance speech by
Aunty Mima Smart for the official handover of the Amenities
building from Brigadier Susan Coyle. The Amenities Building
will support access to public hygiene facilities for visitors and
community members.
Photo (above right), left to right:
Joanne Badke, CEO Tullawon Health Service,
Major General Michael Jeffery, Chairman ATA,
Maureen Smart, Director Tullawon Health Service,
and Christopher Jones, WO 2 19th Chief Engineers Works.

“Today’s handover of Yalata Safe Eye’s Healthy Lives Club
rooms marks the two and half-year point of the five-year
plan for the Tullawon Health ‘Safe Eye’s, Healthy Lives’
plan towards the elimination of Trachoma at Yalata.
Our journey began in May 2014; NACCHO held a Tri-State
meeting in Alice Springs where three CEO Representatives
from SA Aboriginal communities alongside AHCSA
representatives were nominated to attend. Luckily, for
Yalata, our Tullawon Health CEO, Joanne Badke was one.
The Tri-State meeting was our introduction to Major
General Michael Jeffery of the Queen Elizabeth Diamond
Jubilee Trust Australia who advocated for Australia to
be identified as a country to be included in the Queen’s
elimination of Trachoma worldwide initiative.
Tullawon Health CEO on return from Alice Springs
expressed to our Board the need to take any opportunity to
improve the health outcomes for local community quoting
“It’s not a privilege; it’s our right to live without Trachoma”.

In April 2015, Tullawon Health Service was identified as one
of three sites selected to participate in The Elimination of
Trachoma Pilot. In October 2015 Yalata Community Council,
Tullawon Health Service, NACCHO and the A.T.A signed a
commitment of intent to work towards the Elimination of
Trachoma at Yalata.
As a signatory to the commitment statement nearly 2 years
ago, it is an honour to accept the handover of the Safe Eye’s
Healthy Lives Amenities Building from Susan Coyle, on behalf
of the Chief of Army.
Tullawon Health Service continues to be a principle member
of the Australian Trachoma Alliance (ATA). This principle
position offers us the opportunity to have a national voice
on strategies to eliminate trachoma in remote Aboriginal
Communities.
ANNUAL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENTS –
NAIDOC FAMILY DAY AND XMAS TREE
To ensure annual community events hosted by Tullawon
Health Service such as the NAIDOC Family Day and the
CHRISTMAS Tree Family day it has been incorporated into the
5–year Strategic Plan. These annual events are an integral
part of the community engagement strategies adopted by
THS Board.

Both events host our six monthly raffles, both events
and the raffles are funded through our Medicare income
and to be eligible for the raffle tickets individual must complete
health screens and checks such as an Adult Health Check
(5 tickets) or HBa1C (1 ticket). This has encouraged
community members to take responsibility for their own
health and assist with engagement of preventative health
measures.
The NAIDOC Family day provides a day of family activities
with ‘show rides’, popcorn, fairy floss and food and drinks,
all at no charge.
CHRISTMAS TREE PARTICIPATION
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From our research of statistical health data, community
demographics, and population trends at Yalata it was
established that little or no access to public amenities
for local community and visitors was contributing to the
spreading of trachoma at Yalata.
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The Xmas Tree is to celebrate Christmas at Yalata, activities
are for all the family from card making to painting Christmas
decorations, the highlight of the day is when Santa arrives
and hands out a present to all children up to the age of
16 years, food and drinks are provided all at no cost to
community.
Tullawon Health’s first Christmas Tree was held in December
2016; it was reported as the biggest event in history at Yalata
for community participation at the one event with over 300 in
attendance.
Tullawon Health Service staff make these days possible with
the amount of extra work that goes into making these days a
success.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S REPORT
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BI-ANNUAL STAFF AND DIRECTORS IN-SERVICE
Within the Strategic Plan, a professional development
strategy has been identified to ensure that the Bi-annual
Staff and Directors In-Service continues to occur. The Board
recognises the invaluable experience and knowledge gained
by holding theses In-Services for not only the staff but the
Board members also. The improved service delivery that
comes from the renewed passion that is a platform of the
success of the In-Service.

To support the development and training
of a Local Anangu to become the CEO –
Time Frame 10 years
Tullawon Health Board and Executive will advocate with
community to ensure that the whole community supports the
successful candidate. The successful candidate regardless of
surname, family or fractions that exist needs to be embraced
by the community and supported to enable this youth the
best opportunity to succeed for the future self-determination
of Yalata.
A subcommittee has been developed that includes
representatives from Tullawon Staff & Board, the Yalata
School, Complete Personnel, YAAC and the Youth Hub.
Employment training plan - Local Anangu CEO - Fulltime
employment (Traineeship) and fully supported professional
development including all resources and costs.

The 10-year plan
Stage One
– Administration Team Leader Trainee (3 years)
Fulltime employment with professional development
of Cert II, Cert III and Cert IV in Business
Administration (Mentored by the Administration
Team Leader)

12

Stage Two
This year we held our 2nd In-Service in Whyalla, holding
these events outside of the community allows for all
staff and Directors to participate without interruptions or
distractions. As the CEO, I facilitate most sessions, executive
and management roles are also expected to be present.
The week away is an intense one with all Staff and Board
members working 3 days straight from 8.30am to 5.00pm
and on some occasions longer.
It is important for the members to see what type of work is
undertaken and benefit that is provided to the participants
and the community through holding these sessions.
TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE LOCAL ANANGU
EMPLOYMENT STRATEGY
Strategic goal – Tullawon Health Service Board and Executive
developed the 5-year strategic plan that was finalised at the
Tullawon Health In-Service in June 2018. One of the key
strategic areas was local workforce development; contained
within this strategy was the following key goal;

– Business Manager Trainee (3rd year to 7th Year)
Fulltime Employment with professional development
of Diploma of Business Management including
Frontline Management and Associate of Accounting
(Mentored by the Business Manager)
Stage Three
– CEO Trainee (7th Year to 10th Year)
Fulltime Employment with professional development
of either a Master’s in Business Management or
Masters in Public Health (Mentored by the CEO)

The above plan incorporates a successful target at the end
of each stage; we have developed this to ensure that the
investment into this goal provides opportunity along the way.
We acknowledge that a 10–year commitment is huge and
that the potential to complete the full program on schedule
may be impacted.

GOAL ACHIEVEMENTS
Last year as discussed we set our selves goals to strive
to achieve in the following 12 months, these goals were
in addition to the contractual obligations from our funding
bodies. Some of our progress towards achieving these goals
is as follows:

Goal - Aged Care Staff Housing
The National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Aged Care
Program (NATSIACP) Capital Grants have provided funding to
build two (2) new staff houses. In consultation with YAAC the
two (2) new proposed house were allocated. THS is excited to
be granted this funding after a lengthy period of lobbying and
ecstatic that we can finally report that the houses will be built
by early 2019.
The houses were designed based on consultation with the
THS Board and YAAC Board representatives that met with the
ARUP team.
The construction of the two houses was put out to open
tender and Adams & Co. Construction have been successful.
Adams & Co. Construction were the builders of the Amenities
Building. The support provided by Angela Fooks, Assistant
Director, National Aged Care Grants from the Department of
Health has seen this much needed recourse come to fruition.

Goal – Develop a 5–year Strategic Plan
As mentioned numerous times throughout this report the Tullawon Health Strategic Plan 2018 – 2023 was finalised at the
In-Service in June.
The Board and Executive undertook numerous planning sessions to develop the Strategic Plan, the plan workshops were facilitated
by an independent consultant and started in September 2017. The dedication of the Tullawon Health Service Board and the
Executive staff has seen the development of a very robust self-determining set of strategies for the future of Tullawon Health Service.
The Strategic Plan will be presented at the Annual Meeting.
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Tullawon Health in the near future will also be offering an
opportunity along similar lines for a Trainee Remote Area
Nurse (5 Years) and then a Trainee Aged Care Support
Worker (3 years) both with employment and professional
development. We will also be seeking possible candidates
for these two positions.
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(CONTINUED)

CHALLENGES

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

STAFF HOUSING DEMANDS CONTINUES TO BE
AN ONGOING CHALLENGE

Whilst we cannot be certain that funding will be secure at the
completion of our current contracts; we can assure members
that we have worked very hard to develop strategies to
ensure the viability of Tullawon Health Service to provide
services to the Yalata community into the future.

Staff Housing is an ongoing issue not only for Tullawon
Health Service, but also an issue for Yalata Anangu Aboriginal
Corporation (YAAC) and the Yalata School. Tullawon Health
Service is very limited by numbers and criteria as to who we
can provide staff housing.
It is important to understand that Tullawon Health Service
does not have the provision to provide staff housing for
all local Anangu community members employed by us.
It is an expectation from funding bodies that local Anangu
staff employed will already have housing although we
acknowledge this is not always the case.
Tullawon Health Service is supported by funding bodies to
provide staff housing for identified positions which require
specific expertise and qualifications such as Remote Area
Nurses and require successful applicants to relocate to
Yalata. Tullawon Health Service is not funded to provide staff
housing to positions targeting local Anangu people such as
the Aboriginal Health Worker positions.
All staff housing must be vacated as soon as the person is
no longer employed by Tullawon Health Service, this model
cannot provide sustainable housing to local community
members.
We acknowledge it is difficult for local community members
who require housing, it is well known that there is a shortage
of community housing available and this can have an impact
on local Anangu people sustaining employment at Tullawon
Health Service.

The following priorities have been identified for us to work
towards over the next twelve months in addition to our funded
targets;
▸▸ Strategic Plan – Implementation of the Local Anangu
Scholarship program
▸▸ Lobby for the Extension of Clinical Building to meet
growth demands
▸▸ Lobby for a purpose built Aged Care Day Centre
and Residential Facility
▸▸ Strategic Plan – Actively participate in Networks
to continue to advocate for a very remote Aboriginal
Community Health service appropriate Funding Model.

CLOSING MESSAGE
The past 4.5 years have not only been a challenge for me
as CEO, all staff and Board Members have been working
through an ever changing environment, implementation of
new systems, and the ongoing quality improvements. I would
like to acknowledge this support and to take this opportunity
to thank you all.
Although government changes and expectations can be hard
and it takes time and dedication from all staff. It is important
to focus on the future goals and achievements whilst not
losing sight of the ultimate goal – to provide quality services
to the Yalata Community residents and to improve health
outcomes for Anangu People from a holistic model of care.
As the CEO of the Aboriginal Health Service in a remote
Aboriginal community I can say that the role is challenging to
say the least. However, the barriers faced due to remoteness
have not taken away the drive of local Anangu leaders to
continue to advocate and fight for services to ensure the
Yalata community can have the best possible outcomes.
I hope the guidance, support and dedication that I have
provided to the Tullawon Health Service staff and Board has
built the foundations for a strong Health service into the future.
JOANNE BADKE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE
IN-SERVICE REPORT

To begin the daily sessions each team was given the
opportunity to do a presentation about their department,
what their strengths were and where there was room for
improvement. All staff found it interesting to hear about the
other areas and it created some discussion about changes
that could be made to assist with improvements overall.
Nursing Acting Team Leader focussed on how the Aboriginal
Health Worker First model had so much potential to increase
the chronic disease management of the community and assist
in the promotion of preventative care. The teams all spoke of
the importance of interaction with Community Members being
enhanced through events such as the NAIDOC and Christmas
celebrations as well as the smaller women’s pamper and blue
house events.
The CEO sat with all staff and read through the confidentiality
policy so that everyone was aware of their rights and
responsibilities when it comes to maintaining confidentiality
in the workplace. It was then discussed what information
needs to be kept confidential specific to our own personal
area, and where it is possible for lapses to occur. This was
a good exercise to emphasise to all staff how a simple error
could have significant consequences for community members
or other staff. Further to this we looked at risk management
and risk ratios to understand the consequences and how the
business would respond to any breaches of policy. This was
a great way to read through and understand the policy as
staff were able to ask any relevant questions and then sign
the document to be kept on their file.
Tullawon Health Service has a focus on ensuring staff are
well trained and able to grow and develop within their role.
Different training opportunities are available based on years
of service and how beneficial it will be to the business.
All staff were then able to put together a plan of personal
development for training that they would like to do and how
they believe it would benefit the business. This plan was then
submitted to the HR Manager.
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Images: (top) THS In service team leader presentation, L–R: Lauren Peel, AHW
Team Leader and Bronwyn Regan, Nurse Team Leader; (bottom) Adrianne Baker,
Rosie Edwards, Duane Edwards and John Mun gee enjoying a team building game
at the In-Service

The Tullawon Health Service In-Service was held
in Whyalla from the 18th-22nd of June allowing
all staff to use the Monday and Friday for travel
and daily In-Service sessions the other three
days. Staff were provided with accommodation
at the Quest apartments and the daily sessions
were run nearby in the Palms Entertainment
and Convention Centre from 8:30am to 5:00pm.
Staff were supplied with morning and afternoon
tea as well as lunch and snacks.
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Due to recent changes in state legislation the Board worked
separately form the staff to put together a new safety and
security policy to ensure that the business is meeting the
legislation but more importantly to make sure that all staff feel
safe when they are at work. Due to the nature of our work and
the Community’s needs any solution will be complex but after
consultation the Board and all staff feel as though the new
policy is one that will meet all needs.
Between each session the CEO used the break time to
include team building exercises that meant that staff had to
work together to complete activities. While many staff were
nervous to begin with, each team building exercise was filled
with laughter. Many silly antics were used to win a game of
Chinese whispers or design and model the best toilet paper
wedding dress; the favourite and most amusing game was
definitely the silly card game called salute the king. By filling
the groups with a mix of staff from each area, many people
were able to get to know others that they don’t normally work
with. Prizes for these activities included chocolates and treats
as well as toilet paper and tickets to the NAIDOC dinner in
Ceduna.
The Board were able to use this time to put together a new
strategic plan for the Health Service that they could then
present to staff on the final day. It was a great chance for
the Board to consult with all staff and let them know the
direction that the health service is moving.
During their time in Whyalla, the Board and executive
management team were able to meet with the Board of the
local aboriginal health service, Nunyara Aboriginal Health
Service. This was a great opportunity to network with other
Board Members and discuss each of the health services and
what they’re able to offer their communities. This lead to an
invitation for all Tullawon staff to have a tour of their facilities
before leaving Whyalla. It was lovely to see the services
offered by Nunyara and meet some of their staff.
On our final night in Whyalla, the Health Service provided a
dinner for everyone and their families. This meant that we
could all come together and socialise before heading home.
It was also the perfect occasion to wish our Business
Manager Kim Lovibond all the best prior to her maternity
leave and give her a few little gifts. The Board and staff
presented Kim with a card and gifts as well as lots of hugs
and best wishes.
Overall, this was great opportunity for all staff to come
together and work on improving the Health service together.

Images: Staff and Directors of Tullawon Health Service participating at the In- Service
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HUMAN RESOURCES
With employment of the Payroll Officer it has allowed the
Human Resources Manager to focus more on developing or
updating positon descriptions and contracts and drafting up
of policies & procedures. Human resources also successfully
passed the HR components of the Aged Care Accreditation.
Unfortunately, there has also been a significant amount of
employee movement, it has been a big year in recruiting and
this will continue into the next financial year.
Recruitment for the financial year 2017-18 has been for
the following positions:
Health Positions
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

Bronwyn Regan – Remote Area Nurse
Pauline Oates – Remote Area Nurse (ended)
Ryan Cooper – Remote Area Nurse (ended)
Camira Milera – Casual Medical Cleaner
Terrence Milera – Trainee Health Worker
John Mungee – Male Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Admin Positions
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

Jaime Codner – Payroll Officer
Alex Marshall – Accommodation Cleaner (ended)
Paige Charles - Admin Receptionist (ended)
Cameron Gear – Bus Transport Driver
Bow Kelly – Accommodation Cleaner

Aged Care Support
▸▸ Dennyael Penny – Aged Care Support (ended)
▸▸ Rosalie Peel – Aged Care Support
▸▸ Kima Forbes – Acting Aged Care Team Leader (ended)

PAYROLL
With the development and recruitment of the Payroll Officer
Positon (Jaime Codner) complete, Payroll is now done offsite. This change required a new process for employees of
Tullawon in how they complete their timesheets and leave
requests. After Manager approval all timesheets and payroll
related forms are now scanned and sent to a payroll email
which is monitored by the Payroll Officer and HR Manager.
This change alone has been challenging, especially when
there have been power or internet outages. However, we
have overcome these challenges and continue to improve
the process.
As with any significant change Jaime has also discovered
some flaws in our payroll processes and with the support of
the HR Manager, they’re continually putting systems in place
which improve efficiency and accuracy for each payroll period.
Jaime has also drafted up a Payroll Manual which will be a
resource for anyone who steps into the role; to walk them
through all payroll processes in case of an emergency
situation.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE (IT)
Apart from the general IT issues and troubleshooting the
biggest changes are:
▸▸ Shutdown of the ROSIE Satellite service which has
forced Tullawon to move to the NBS Sky muster satellite
service with ANT communications. This had caused some
complications with remote connection of GPs, RFDS and
the alliance. However it appears to be working in a stable
condition now apart from the general outages.
▸▸ We have updated our website with a more modern look
and to most importantly include our Logo. The website is
continually being updated with new content which should
provide more access to programs throughout the next
financial year.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Ivan Bryant has been doing well in his role as the
Environmental Health Officer and has successfully grown six
garden beds of seedlings to be planted around community
and educating local children about Trachoma.
MAINTENANCE
The maintenance team have been hard at work and have
kept our Tullawon Health building and staff housing to a
high standard. Having our own team has helped THS keep
maintenance budgets down as we don’t have to bring in
outside contractors.
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TRANSPORT PROGRAM
Our transport program has been one of our biggest
challenges this year with the bus requiring a lot of work to
meet all compliance standards and funding requirements.
We are hopeful this project will be up and running soon.
ACCOMMODATION/STAFF HOUSING
With the employment of the Accommodation Cleaner it has
made maintaining the visitor accommodation a lot smoother.
The position is required to clean the accommodation each
time it is vacated in preparation for the next person. This also
includes staff allocated accommodation.
We have been successful in receiving capital grand funds to
construct two new Tullawon Health Staff houses through the
Department of Health – Aged Care; the construction of the
two houses are scheduled to be completed by February 2019.

EMPLOYEE MOVEMENTS
EMPLOYMENT ENDING
▸▸ Leslie Mundy – Maintenance/Construction Worker
ending employment with us in March 2018
▸▸ Paige Charles – Employed as Admin receptionist for
a short duration of January 2018 and due to end with us
in July 2018
▸▸ Alex Marshall – Employed as Accommodation cleaner
for a short duration of January 2018 due to end with us
in July 2018
We wish them all best for their future careers
EMPLOYMENT BEGINNING
▸▸ Jaime Codner – Employed as the Payroll Officer in
July 2017, this position has a primary focus of dealing
with anything related to payroll, timesheets and leave
requests. This position was created to reduce the
responsibilities of Human Resources so they can focus on
the more specialised aspects of the role.
▸▸ Cameron Gear – Employed as the Bus Transport Driver
in September 2017 for a program which is currently
under development and soon to be implemented. This
positon has also been allocated responsibility for the
Tullawon’s Vehicle Fleet Maintenance.
▸▸ Bow Kelly – Employed as the Accommodation cleaner
in June 2018, this position has a focus on ensuring
the visiting accommodation is in a clean/pristine state
after each use for the next visitor. Bow will also assist in
maintaining Staff allocated accommodation when they
are vacated.
We would like to welcome these new employee’s and hope
they enjoy their time working for us.
UPCOMING
Kim Lovibond – Employed as the Business Manager is due
to take Maternity Leave in August 2018. She has been with
the Tullawon Health Service since February 2012 and we at
Tullawon would like to thank for her time, dedication and hard
work over the years she has been with us. We wish her all the
best with her pregnancy and hope she will return after her
maternity leave.

FUTURE PLANNING

NAIDOC FAMILY DAY CHRISTMAS DAY EVENT

CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT

The Admin team successfully organised another great
NAIDOC Family Day on July 12th and the Inaugural Family
Christmas Day on 14th December 2017. These were very
successful with a great number of community members
attending both events. The raffle prizes were great and much
appreciated for community needs

There are big changes coming for Tullawon in terms of
Management. We have recently undergone recruitment for
the Aged Care Team Leader, Admin Team Leader and Nurse
Team Leader positions which are due to begin in July/August
2018. We are also expecting to recruit a Business Manager
and Chief Executive officer in the next 12 months.

The Admin team would like to thank all Tullawon health
staff for their much needed support to make these days so
successful for the Yalata community

ONLINE VISITING ACCOMMODATION AND
BUS TRANSPORT BOOKINGS

STAFF IN-SERVICE TRAINING
(ORGANISATION WIDE)
The Admin team successfully organised and supported the
Staff In-Service training week in collaboration with the CEO.
This training was held in Whyalla during the week of the
18th –22nd June 2018. The In-Service focused on team
building, strategic & action planning, confidentiality, code of
conduct and the implementation of Gayle’s Law SA.

Tullawon intends to make the visiting accommodation and
bus transport system bookings online. Whilst this is currently
under development we hope to have these features available
on our website within 12 months.
KIM LOVIBOND
BUSINESS MANAGER
DANIEL FINNING
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER
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Image: Army representatives and Army Indigenous Elder,
retired W01 Uncle Roy Mundine at AACAP Welcoming Lunch
with Kim Lovibond and Narbi Charles
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INTRODUCTION
Primary healthcare in a remote area such as
Yalata community is not only challenging but
also has pertinent dynamics that influence the
quality of patient care. The aim for all activities
entailed in any health care environment is
ultimately improving the quality of patient care
and working towards sustainable health care
delivery.
The 2017-2018 financial year has been the embodiment
of continuous quality improvement and raising the standards
of clinical care delivery.
At Tullawon health clinic we have looked into understanding
the microsystems and streamlining processes to achieve
better health outcomes for the members of the community.
This meant creating new processes, working on organizational
values such as teamwork and creating a positive work culture.

DEVELOPMENTS AND SUCCESSES
ACCREDITATION RENEWED FOR 3 YEARS
In November 2017 we have been able to renew our accreditation
as assessed by the Accredited General Practices Association
Limited (AGPAL) in accordance with the 4th Edition Royal
Australasian College of General Practitioners standards.
An immense amount of hard work was put in by all staff.
I am grateful to the CEO for giving me a leadership award for
leading the accreditation activities and our nurse Bronwyn
Regan an award for her unparalleled performance. Bronwyn
was recommended to take on the team leader role for
the nurses and I am pleased to mention that she was the
successful applicant. We wish her luck into her new role and
welcome her into management. Accreditation is also a major
deciding factor in future funding for primary health services.
NATIONAL KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Rosie Edwards and Walter Champion took on the crucial
task of updating information on our medical software
Communicare for items that were closely related to their
programs – alcohol and smoking statuses. They surpassed
expectations and also received appreciation certificates that
confirmed that they were truly “Legends”.

TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Transport has always been a challenge that the health
service faces every year. We were able to create a transport
system that helped our community members reach specialist
appointments in Ceduna on time and in an organized manner.
Our medical reception Jasana McNamara was able to hone
this responsibility and faced a myriad of challenges while
trying to ensure that the system stayed intact. A new checklist
was created that allowed her to ensure that all steps were
ticked off for a successful transport system.
PARTICIPATION WITH ABORIGINAL HEALTH
COUNCIL SOUTH AUSTRALIA
AHCSA as a state level peak body has been central in
providing support and sharing important statewide public
health information. In 2017 and this year we were able to
participate in health improvement cycles that focus on areas
that have been consistently low in the aboriginal communities
in South Australia.
In 2017 we focused on improving HbA1c testing for clients
with Diabetes Mellitus in the community and saw at least
5.8% increase in the testing levels by the end of the cycle.
This year AHCSA and all the aboriginal community controlled
health services have decided to focus on Child Ear health and
improving ear health outcomes for the kids in the community.

Image: BGL (Blood Glucose Level) testing training

This year we had the AACAP (Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program) that were stationed in the community. They were
here for engineering of the community and had brought their own health team to support the engineers. They were welcomed
at the clinic to provide support also conduct training that helped the clinic revise some basic and important life saving strategies.
The coalition was truly fruitful and we were able to share a robust and memorable working relationship with all the team members.
HEALTH CALENDAR AND HEALTH VISIT COORDINATION
We have looked into a health calendar that aligns information along the entire organization.
This has helped build team work and help everyone to stay informed about all health visit services.
IMPROVING RFDS WEDNESDAYS
We were able to work closely with Cheryl Boles as the Primary Health Manager for Royal Flying Doctor Service and provide valuable
feedback to improving RFDS visit days at Tullawon Health clinic. This has proved very productive and more community members are
able to benefit from the visits.
BUDGET IMPROVEMENTS
Monitoring the effect of newer systems is often tedious but an essential element of pursuing progress and or studying improvement
methods that may need modification. In collaboration with the Business Manager, we were to receive good news about tracing our
budgets. It was definitely a proud moment to see a range of 5-35% decreased in expenses over a period of six months. This was
a good indication that continuous improvement was on track. However, there is always scope for improvement at every stage and
we plan to continue our efforts towards quality of health service delivery. We were also able to purchase medical equipment that
needed major upgrade.
Year to Date
Actual

Year to Date
Budget

Medical Supplies

10,414

14,403

(3,989)

(CSAPHN Contrib to Med Supplies)

(5,833)

-  

(5,833)

Budget Line

Primary Health
Care Program

Medical Equipment
Pharmaceuticals
Health Promotions

C&MH

Yalata Program Supplies / Resources

Budget Variance
Over/(Under)

1,135

3,500

(2,366)

10,876

11,594

(718)

339

2,917

(2,578)

7,123

14,000

(6,877)

*Six-month chart only

Image: Walter, Wayne John and Jesse
at Army Scenario training
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CHALLENGES

TRAINING:
The last financial year deemed fruitful for Tullawon Health’s
efforts to ensure continuous training for all staff members.
We have three staff members from the aboriginal health
workers team pursuing Certificate IV or completing their
diplomas at AHCSA and/or Nunkuwarrin Yunti at Adelaide.
Additionally, the nurses have looked into completion of
advance level competency training.
The AACAP medical teams conducted a few scenarios based
training that was exciting and informative for the team.

ATTENDANCE /STAFF MOVEMENTS/STAFF
CHANGES
Attendance remains a challenge for the health services.
Shortage of staff can be demotivating for team members and
fuels the risk of remote area burnout levels. We hope the new
financial year motivates better staff attendance. We also saw
changes in nursing staff that regressed developments and
implementation of clinical systems.
COMMENCEMENT OF LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
FOR NEWLY APPOINTED MANAGERS
The leadership program is fundamental in aligning team
work and sometimes a good guide to deal with challenges at
workplace. The program is still awaiting to start and should be
very beneficial to all participating managers.
ON CALL ROSTER
The roster for after-hours care was challenging to implement
but had a good head start.
Over time, attendance and absence of team building
opportunities saw a decline in the roster sustainability.

22

INTERNAL RESPONSIBILITY PORTFOLIOS
It is vital that all daily, weekly and monthly tasks are driven
by all team members of the clinic. However, this aspect
has been quite difficult to implement and leaves some staff
members burdened with the majority of the tasks. We are
looking forward to making positive changes and looking into
support strategies from the management that will allow future
responsibilities to be distributed efficiently.

Images (Above): Food made for Training Sessions
(Right): Jasana, Medical Reception

▸▸ Start early with keeping in track with the National Key
Performance Indicators so that is easier to monitor and
develop over time.
▸▸ More in service training for team building and healthy
work environment
▸▸ Formal training for Medical reception
▸▸ Increase health checks for community members on a
monthly basis
▸▸ Reduce the number for medical evacuation of community
members and improve monitoring of the burden of
chronic disease in community.
▸▸ Using our medical software, Communicare to its full
potential and recognizing suitable reports and features
that contribute to superior and accurate medical records.
▸▸ Reducing the burden of chronic disease and preventing
acute exacerbations of the long standing disease.
▸▸ Reducing number of client evacuation from community.
▸▸ Maintaining staff levels and reducing fatigue after
Eyre Highway call outs.

EXPERIENCE IN THE IN-SERVICE
The In-Service at Whyalla conducted by Tullawon Health CEO
was a fantastic experience. It was a favourable platform for
all the teams to come together and work towards operational
and strategic future of Tullawon Health Service. It had the
right amalgamation of team building games/activities and
policies that are the underpinning of a bright future for the
health service.
DR NATASHA DESAI
PRIMARY HEALTH QUALITY
ASSURANCE MANAGER / CLINIC MANAGER
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Image: Team building activities

TULLAWON HEALTH CLINIC
– AACAP PARTNERSHIP
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The medical technicians, nursing officer
and medical officers assigned to the Army’s
Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
(AACAP) have been working at Tullawon
Aboriginal Health Service. It was reported to
be a valuable and rewarding experience and
providing exposure to the socio-demographic
factors of a rural Aboriginal community. The
time spent working in the clinic provided
many fulfilling cultural and clinical learning
opportunities that have helped enhance the
mindfulness and skills of the clinicians involved.
The high standards of patient care, and the friendly, caring
nature of the Tullawon staff is commendable - particularly
in regards to working in the challenging circumstances of
a remote environment. The Health Team are grateful for
the opportunity Tullawon has provided, and wish to extend
heartfelt gratitude to the staff.

THE PHYSIOTHERAPY OFFICER
AT TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE
I am the Physiotherapy Officer for AACAP 2018. It was my
privilege to augment in the Tullawon Health Service while we
were deployed to Yalata this year.
Working with local community was a unique experience.
Community members were very receptive to me. It enhanced
my knowledge and experience of working with Aboriginal
population. Tullawon Health Service staff had been providing
support during my augmentation.
I think the community is extremely lucky of having Tullawon
Health Service as well as a regular physiotherapist (Bonnie)
visiting the clinic. I saw and felt how the Tullawon Health
Service staff cared about local community and each
community member. It is re-ensuring to know that Yalata
community’s health is in good hands.

Image: Army Scenario training
– transfer of patient to ambulance

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AT
TULLAWON CLINIC
The Army Environmental Health Detachment has worked
closely with Ivan Bryant during AACAP to assist in his
development as an Aboriginal Environmental Health Worker.
The team developed training for Ivan back at Camp Birt and
worked with Ivan in the community. This training included
developing Ivan’s understanding of communicable diseases,
disease control and health promotion. Ivan has learnt how to
conduct kitchen inspections, to ensure the food made in the
Aged Care Centre and the Mums and Bubs Centre is safe for
everyone. Ivan has been trained to identify mange in dogs,
and has been taught by Preventive Medicine Technician PTE
Georgie Estens how to provide basic health care to dogs.
We have provided Ivan with equipment to assist him in
conducting his daily work. We also have new mobile
greenhouses for Ivan to grow herbs and plants, which will
promote healthy eating in the Mums and Bubs Centre and
assist in creating a greener community. We hope the work
and training we have conducted with Ivan assists in providing
long-term health effects to the Yalata Community.
LT NICOLE MURPHY
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICER

DENTAL OFFICER

The four members of the dental team would like to thank
the Yalata community and Tullawon Health Service (THS) for
allowing us to use your facilities throughout AACAP. Kelly,
Blake, Steve and I gained a great deal of clinical experience
and learnt so much from the community. We appreciated
how accommodating the THS staffs were and thank them
for acting as an intermediary for us to engage with the
community members.

Thank you from Health Development Officer

During our time in Yalata a highlight was certainly the
opportunity we had to give lessons on general dental
knowledge at the Yalata Anangu School. The children were
very well behaved and we enjoyed practicing different
techniques to make them feel as comfortably as possible
when visiting the dental centre.

It was an experience of a life time to work with Tullawon
Health Service, Jo, Kim and Natasha enabled an easy
transition for my team and allowed for them to get a lot out of
their deployment here in Yalata.
I would personally like to thank every member of Tullawon
Health for their kindness and hospitality, myself and the team
hope to cross paths in the future.
I wish you all the best.
COREY JEFFERY
LIEUTENANT
HEALTH DEVELOPMENT OFFICER AACAP 2018
2ND GENERAL HEALTH BATTALION

Thank you again for your hospitality.
ROB HODGSON
CAPT
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Image: Army official welcome
to Yalata community day.

YALATA GP REPORT
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The past year has seen the team at the Health Service consolidate and strengthen under the leadership
provided by Natasha Desai. Clinic team leader Bronwyn Regan, who has taken charge of the Nursing
Service and the experienced Lauren Peel, who has led the Aboriginal Health Workers, have achieved
much on the ground.
It has been great to see trainees Terence and Kiarni learning the ropes and taking on more and more responsibility! Harriet Coleman,
who has just finished her Diploma of Narrative Therapy, and the Social and Emotional Wellbeing team have also had a busy year. It is
exciting for us to have Rianna Mundy just starting back from maternity leave; her nursing skills and knowledge of the community are
invaluable. As always, we are grateful for the role Jasana plays amidst the chaos at the front desk, and for everyone taking their turn
to help out there!
Increased stability has allowed us to start to turn our focus from reactive health care, i.e. waiting for people to get crook and then
trying to fix them, to proactive health care, i.e. preventing people from getting crook in the first place. This can be achieved through
quality primary health care; annual health checks and diabetic reviews, catching up with immunisations, screening for infections and
focussing on eating a balanced diet with healthy tucker.
We continue to welcome the help of a host of visiting doctors and allied health professionals from the Royal Flying Doctor Service
(RFDS), The Kakarrara Wilurrara Health Alliance (KHWA), and from the Aboriginal Health Council of South Australia (AHCSA). We are
fortunate to have so many talented professionals with wide ranging skills come to assist the health of the people of Yalata, and it is
always a challenge to coordinate the many different services as best we can!
This year has sadly seen the retirement of Dr Jill Benson as Medical Director of the KHWA. Jill was instrumental in setting up this
vital service which coordinates the visits of health professionals to the communities at Yalata, Oak Valley and Tjuntjunjarra. Jill has
been instrumental in this role for the 8 years that the KHWA has existed and has guided its development to the extent that the
alliance is functioning as strongly as ever. We hope to see Jill visit occasionally in the future to catch up with the many colleagues
and friends she has made over the past 15 years of visiting Yalata. Jill has handed the baton over to Dr Moni Moniruzzaman, who
we welcome warmly. Moni has been working as a GP in the three communities for more than 10 years and will bring a great deal of
experience to his role.
Other big news at the Health Service this year include the visit of the Australian Army, and we are very grateful for the help that their
doctors, nurses, dentist and physio provided. The establishment of the men’s Blue House has provided a fantastic location for blokes
to hang out together, share a BBQ and undertake informal health assessments. It has been terrific to see the resumption of mental
health nurse visits with Carol-Anne coming out with the RFDS on Wednesdays.
With many things heading in the right direction, we look forward to a busy time ahead of us. Our task isn’t easy, but by working
closely together as a team and respecting each other’s abilities we will see improvements in the health of people at Yalata.
PATIENTS SEEN FOR THE YEAR 2017/2018
Patients

Under 5 yrs

Age 5-14 yrs

Age 15-39 yrs

Age over 40 yrs

Unknown

Total

22
22

33
39

148
105

110
90

1
0

310
254

Female
Male

In the short term, the Health Team will be focussing on containing an outbreak of infectious disease across the region, and then getting
stuck into a lot of the preventative measures mentioned above. Ultimately our goal is to help people understand and manage diabetes,
which affects so many of us and which sadly leads to complications causing the premature death of people in our community. To this
end another huge bonus this year has been the initiation of regular visits by our diabetes specialist, David Jesudasen, and we look
forward to seeing him every 3 months or so into the future.
Proportion of Adults in Australia with Diabetes
Proportion of Indigenous Adults with Diabetes
Proportion of Indigenous Adults in Remote Communities with Diabetes
Proportion of Adults at Yalata with Diabetes

DR MICHAEL NUGENT
YALATA GP

6%
13%
22%
41%

ABORIGINAL HEALTH PRACTITIONER
TEAM LEADER’S REPORT

ABORIGINAL HEALTH WORKER TEAM
▸▸ Karen S – (AHWP)
– Basic clinical care, women’s health and ears
▸▸ Kiarni C – (AHW)
– Basic clinical care and some work with mums and bubs
▸▸ Wayne C – (AHW)
– Basic clinical care and men’s health
Early this year we had a ladies night where we had food,
videos, hair dying and cutting, and foot massages. We were
able to use this opportunity to talk about STIs, pregnancy
and women’s health issues. This year has been a good year,
we have had a number of events with community for health
promotion and programs from ACHSA. We’ve had good
attendance and all women were given a ticket and bags with
toiletries which they all liked.

We then ran the All Health Checks for NAIDOC week where
there was a raffle for all of those that had completed the
checks. Everyone from the community was able to attend and
there were rides for the children, it was a great day.
All AHW’s are rostered on the On Call roster and received
training for this responsibility. The roster has changed from
Monday to Monday and now it is back to 2 days and the
weekend. It is my responsibility to ensure we have enough
staff available for coverage.
The AHWs work with all of the visiting specialists including
the RFDS, Allied Health, ENT and many more.

AHW TRAINING
Terrence Milera – PHC Cert 4 in Adelaide ACHSA. Doing
well with his training, when he went to a recent accident at
Nullabor the attending staff were very appreciative.
Rosie Edwards – Cert 4 in SEWB and Clinical Basic
I would like to congratulate Harriet on completing her Diploma
in Narrative Therapy at Nunkuwarrin Yunti. Some of the
Tullawon staff were able to attend the graduation ceremony
to celebrate with her.
Well done to all staff for their work over the last year.
LAUREN PEEL
SENIOR ABORIGINAL HEALTH PRACTITIONER
TEAM LEADER

Images: Well Women’s Health evening
at Tullawon Health Service
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My name is Lauren Peel and I am the Senior
Aboriginal Health Practitioner Team Leader and
I have worked in health for many years. It is my
responsibility to manage the health workers and
SEWB team members as well as time sheets and
leave forms.
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SUMMARY OF 2017/18

OTHER SUCCESSES

This the first report that I have written in my
new role as Remote Area Nurse Team Leader
and I feel fortunate to be employed in this role.
I started working in a remote area nursing role
at Yalata at the beginning of 2017 financial year
and was offered the team leader position at the
end of 2017 financial year.

▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

There has been loads of positive changes, advances and
challenges within the clinic this year. The main observation
was that the clinic needed a permanent, dedicated nursing
team . This is something that was made a priority within the
health service recruitment process.
SUCCESSES AND GOOD NEWS STORIES
With much delight and effort we were able to secure two
permanent Remote Area Nurses, Sam and Rhonda. Sam is
well known to community having worked here before as an
agency nurse and having worked at Oak Valley for a short
time. Rhonda’s home base is in Queensland and she comes
with many years of remote community nursing experience.
Our community nurse Rianna is currently on maternity leave
after the birth of her son but we can’t wait for her to return to
her position within the team as Community Nurse. Each nurse
is very different and by accepting each member’s diverse
backgrounds and range of skill sets we are in a great position
to be able to deliver the best care available to the community
of Yalata and its visitors.

▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

Image: New Remote Area Nurse, Sam

Working closely alongside the Army
NAIDOC–family day
Women’s Night
In-Service Whyalla participation
Gaining Accreditation
Strengthening relationships with Ceduna Pharmacy/
SAAS (South Australian Ambulance Service)/
Oak Valley Clinic / Ceduna Hospital
RFDS visits on Wednesdays running smoother and
more productive
Improved communication with all staff and visiting
specialists
Greater involvement with outside agencies through
teleconferences and dial in meetings
Gaining new equipment at the end of financial year
eg. ECG machine
Significant improvement of point of care testing and
clinic checks
Improved stock rotation
Improved stock ordering processes
Improved medication processes with ordering and supply
Cleaner clinic area and rooms
Decluttering of rooms within clinic
Working closer alongside with others areas within the
health service, eg. Mums and Bubs
Staff meetings every Thursday
Following the model “Aboriginal health worker first.”
Empowering and educating AHW at every opportunity
within the clinic
Involving AHW to expand their clinical practices within
their scope of practice

Advanced Paediatric Emergency course
Remote Emergency Course
Ear Forum
Remote Area First Aid Course
Remote Area First Aid Course

Bronwyn Regan
Bronwyn Regan
Bronwyn Regan
Rhonda Norbury
Samantha Petric

*As Rianna is on maternity leave, and Sam and Rhonda just
joined our team, they are yet to undertake any training. We
will continue to offer training in the next financial year to meet
the needs of the nurses and the community.

CHALLENGES

Finally, to continue to work on team building which was a
focus at the In-Service held at Whyalla. Agreed focus areas
included;
▸▸ Liaise and communicate with all areas within Tullawon
Health to achieve continuity
▸▸ Clarify role responsibilities and accountability for each
team member
▸▸ Set clear SMART goals
▸▸ Communicate with each other respectfully
▸▸ Make decisions collaboratively
▸▸ Build trust and get to know each other better
▸▸ Celebrate differences and diversity

Staff attendance and punctuality continues to be a major
challenge to the delivery of high standard primary health care.
I hope that all staff will continually reflect on how this can be
improved and encourage others also to do so.
AIMS FOR 2018/19
Our aim is to be recognised as one of the leading health
centres within South Australia. We wish to be involved in
research and implement best practice clinical procedures
within the clinic. In order to do that we must continue the
good work already commenced and completed during
2017–18. Also strive to improve the health services available
in order to build confidence with community to access the
clinic. We will do this by focusing more on Primary health
care rather than a biomedical ‘see and treat’ model of care.
We will train and implement up to date programs to ensure
best practice. For example, improving diabetic control through
more regular monitoring, education and utilising visiting
specialists more efficiently. Also completing the annual
diabetes cycle of care, improving medication compliance,
continual educate and support for AHW with screening and
checks, monitor and access progress regularly and identify
areas needed for improvement by liaising with community
about what they think and need to improve their health
outcomes.
Focus areas include:
▸▸ Increasing the number of Health Checks completed
▸▸ Improving ear health, especially with children.
▸▸ Men’s health
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Images: Bronwyn with a young clinic visitor

I want to thank all the team for their continual hard work and
commitment towards the community of Yalata. We have made
huge strides in achieving our goals from last year and I look
forward to continuing this in 2018/2019.
Thank you.
BRONWYN REGAN
REMOTE AREA NURSE TEAM LEADER

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
WELLBEING REPORT
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INTRODUCTION
Another year as come and gone and very busy
as usual. Our team have been providing a
range of culturally appropriate services to the
community. We continue to work closely with
external services providers to advocate, assist,
and support our clients.

OUR TEAM
Harriet Coleman
– SEWB Female Worker & Aspiring Narrative Therapist
John Mungee
– SEWB/AOD Male Worker
Rosie Edwards
– AOD Female Worker

WHAT WE DO IN THE SEWB
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

Transport to Ceduna, Adelaide for confidential, VPF clients
Complete Clinical and Social Observations
Risk Assessments
Appointment Management for existing clients and new
clients
▸▸ Referrals
• Step Down Unit
Port Augusta & Ceduna
• Hostel Referrals
Accommodation
▸▸ Coordination with RFDS Mental Health unit
▸▸ Support and advocate Medical scans and investigations
▸▸ Work within the Community, getting more involved,
e.g. carnivals, health promotions
▸▸ Allied Health we work with them by getting patients in
to see them and by sending them off to appointments
if they need to be followed up
▸▸ Coordination with KWHA Alliance GP and Allied Health
Units
▸▸ Working closely and collaborating with visiting Psychiatrist
and patient management
We work together with the clinic team in Promotion, Activities,
Education, Information on Health Living and Healthy Ways
just to mention a few for Diabetes Week, Kidney Week,
Heart Week, Liver Week, Trachoma week, Mental health and
Alcohol and other drugs etc.
Image: Harriet Coleman at her graduation for successfully
passing the Diploma of Narrative Therapy

OUR SUCCESS STORIES
We established a great working relationship with Dr Ken Fielke
(Psychiatrist) in delivering a service to our clients new and
old. Being able to contact Dr Ken Fielke in emergencies via
phone and email and in receiving feedback/support promptly
this enables us to provide a continuity of care culturally
appropriate to our clients.
TRAINING & MEETINGS
▸▸ John attended 3 days TABOO 111 Training in Adelaide
▸▸ Rosie started Cert 4 in Primary Health Care at
Nunkuwarrin Yunti (SEWB)
▸▸ Harriet is now completed her Diploma of Narrative
Therapy Nunkuwarrin Yunti
▸▸ Attending VPF meetings in Ceduna
▸▸ Attended Sista2Sista and presented in Ceduna
▸▸ Attended Women’s Day at Social Club in Yalata

▸▸ Our location where we are established is not suitable
and adequate to deliver a culturally appropriate service
to our clients.
▸▸ Our clientele has increased in this year and does not
allow us to assess, support and provide activities in the
location we are at present.
▸▸ We would like to do more activities such as AOD
education sessions, SEWB education sessions, arts and
crafts etc.
▸▸ Not being able to utilise our SEWB room when clinic is full
on Doctor’s day, Allied Health and visiting specialist our
room is then used to accommodate.
▸▸ Needing another vehicle re: Transport, cultural trips and
activities
▸▸ Needing another two workers (1x Male & 1x Female)
from COMMUNITY as our clients are increasing and will
continue to increase.
▸▸ Clients will not enter due to location being in the clinic
foyer area (To shame to come in)
▸▸ Not being able to attend VPF meetings regularly due to
location and disruptions.

SEWB & AOD CLIENTS CONTACT
STATS FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018
Male: 471
Female: 539

SERVICES DELIVERED ARE AS
FOLLOWS
▸▸ Conditions: Depression, smoking, anxiety, mental health,
Alcohol and other drugs etc.
▸▸ Procedures: Clinical Observations, Risk Assessments,
Administration, Reports, Appointments, Referrals,
Centrelink etc.
▸▸ Items: Advocate, Liaison, Counselling, Home visits,
Outreach, Phone calls, Phone consults, reassurance and
support, rehabilitation and alcohol screening etc.

OUR WISH LIST
▸▸ To gain a new facility to accommodate the culturally
appropriate service delivery for community.
▸▸ To gain more Anangu workers from Yalata Community.
▸▸ To gain an extra vehicle.

IN-SERVICE TRAINING UPDATE
IN WHYALLA
Harriet did not attend as she was away studying.
John and Rosie attended the In-Service their feedback was
that it was good to get away with all staff and Board of
Management, however looking forward to positive outcomes
for the future as a lot of issues and concerns were raised.
Looking forward to the next 12 months in achieving great
outcomes and working and coming together for community.
HARRIET COLEMAN, JOHN MUNGEE
& ROSIE EDWARDS
SOCIAL EMOTIONAL WELLBEING / ALCOHOL
AND OTHER DRUGS TEAM

Image: Harriet Coleman’s Graduation Dinner, L–R: Narbi Charles, Jaleen Miller,
Harriet Coleman, Sharon Bryant and Maureen Smart
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ABORIGINAL MATERNAL INFANT CARE
(AMIC) PROGRAM REPORT
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The Aboriginal Maternal and Infant Care program encompasses involvement in three basic stages in a
woman’s pregnancy. I have been able to engage with the mothers of the community right from when
they find out they are pregnant, throughout their pregnancy and also assist once the baby is born.

Pregnancy
Onset
▸▸Diagnosis
▸▸Referral to
appropriate
services
▸▸Midwife
▸▸Birthing Unit
▸▸GP/Special
Gyn-Obs
▸▸Plan Antenatal
Care

Throughout
Pregnancy

Birthing
/ Delivery
▸▸Attend the
birthing/delivery
▸▸Plan for
infant care
▸▸Coordinate with
midwife
▸▸Coordinate with
mothers and
babies units

▸▸Monitor
maternal health
▸▸Educate for
better health
choices, e.g.
no smoking
or alcohol
consumption
▸▸Pivotal role in
engaging the
pregnant client

SUCCESSES AND GOOD NEWS STORY
32

▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

Materialising of the AMIC training with Country Health SA
Enrolment into the AMIC training program
Close monitoring of new mothers and building the trust + engagement with pregnant women of the community
Establishing a teleconference participation with the Ceduna + Pt Augusta
Progress in relationship with RFDS midwife + birthing plan management + future support plan for new mothers

CHALLENGES
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

AMIC Training was not available previously
AMIC trainee time away from the clinic
Transport for Pregnant women
Investigations for Pregnant women – Regular ultrasounds, blood tests etc.
Visiting Midwife not supporting or acknowledging the AMIC trainee as a pivotal role
Seeing the role just as transport versus also full involvement during consultation
Less response + information from the Ceduna Unit regarding Yalata clients
No network between Tullawon Health AMIC trainee and other AMIC workers elsewhere

COMPARATIVE DATA FOR NUMBER OF PREGNANT WOMEN FROM LAST FINANCIAL YEAR
Yalata Community
Total number of pregnant women

2016/2017

2017/2018

8

14

▸▸
▸▸
▸▸
▸▸

Aim for all infants to be in the normal birth weight range.
In 2017/2018 we saw at least one baby below the normal birth weight range and one above the normal birth weight range.
Create a smoother and more regular system to transport mothers for their scheduled appointments in town.
Establish a strong network between the between
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yalata community AMIC Trainee
Yalata Mother and Babies Team Leader
Ceduna Mothers and babies Unit
Ceduna AMIC worker
Port Augusta Midwife
Adelaide Women’s and children hospital AMIC/Midwife/Gynaecologist/Obstetrician.

▸▸ Carry out more educational sessions for pregnant ladies and mothers on health lifestyle.
▸▸ Work in collaboration with SEWB team to educate pregnant ladies and mothers on the ill effects of smoking tobacco and
alcohol consumption.
▸▸ Aim for 100% and timely immunisation for babies of Yalata community.
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Images: One of the many Health Promotion Days
held by Tullawon Health Service

CHILD & MATERNAL HEALTH
PROGRAM REPORT
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MUM AND BUBS CENTRE
We have had another busy year with all the
mums and bubs with many new babies entering
into our beautiful community.
We had more than 18 babies this year and that is not counting
the transits, so it has been very busy for our workers.
The centre has been busy with parents doing training in a
few areas; safe car seat use, food handling and also healthy
life style.
A big part of the Mums & Bubs Centre is helping parents
to get to their medical appointments. We work closely with
RFDS, the Clinical team, Native title, the Ceduna Women
& Children’s Hospital, Port Augusta Hospital and Ceduna
Step Down in organising their appointments.
We have a save the children playgroup every Tuesday.
The mums and dads enjoy having this playgroup and they
provide a light lunch and activities.

34

Images: Mums & Bubs Centre activities

We also have our culture day once a month where we go
out to collect bush medicine, come back and make big fire
to cook damper kangaroo tails while we make our bush
medicine.
We also played a big part in the STI screening with Tullawon
Health for the mothers, which we turned it into a pamper day
for all.
They all participated in the entire medical test and we
provided hair dye, hair-cutting, make up, and doing their nails
this was very successful day.
We like to thank Jade and Nathan from On The Right Track
and Australian Red Cross Baby Seats, for coming out and
doing the training with us.
Most parents and grandparents did the child safe restraint
training and were very proud to receive their brand new child
restraint.

We have had many agencies coming out to do workshops
about Family Legal Services, which dealt with violence and
abuse. We held 2 group sessions with older women and
school teenage children.
We also have a young school student from Yalata School
Isabela that did her work experience at the centre; she was
very bright and enthusiastic.
Parents have been doing a lot of training this year in life skills,
healthy eating and budgeting meals with the mums and bubs
team and other agencies.
We attended a sista-to-sista workshop at the Ceduna
Complex; it covered domestic violence, abuse, safety for
children, depression and suicide.
We also made bush medicine, bath salts, bath bombs and
they provided massages and haircuts.

Ivan Bryant has been a top asset to the Tullawon Health
Service and our team, as he is doing a veggie garden for our
mums & bubs. He also makes sure our play area is always
clean and hygienic for use.
The mums & Bubs workers all attended the In Service in
Whyalla. This was very Educational in how we can work better
with Tullawon health to grow in the future.
We are very happy we have a new bus, which is very
comfortable for our mums and bubs to help get them to their
appointments in comfort.
I would like to thank Melvina Smart, Carlene Ginger, my
2 workers, for their outstanding work and also Adrianne Baker
the AMIC worker for her help. Together they help to make this
centre one of a kind.
Most of all I would like to thank the Mothers and Fathers and
their babies for being a part of this great centre we call Mums
and Bubs.
We strive for better outcomes for all our mums and dads and
are always willing to help in any way we can.
Thanking you all.
JALEEN MILLER
MANAGER
MUMS & BUBS CENTRE

Image-left: Tullawon Health Service
supporting the Yalata Sports Carnival
and presentation of a painting by
Hilary Williams to Port Power in
recognition of their Yalata support
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We had 20 families that participated in the training; those
that attended the class for training received a child restraint
for their children. This was a big success. Now all our babies
have a child safe restraint and travel more safely in cars.
The police were very happy to see so many parents with
their new baby seats.
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AGED CARE & DISABILITY
SERVICES REPORT
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FUNDING
Aged & Disability services has several streams of funding
sources to help deliver services to the Yalata Community.

Clients are able to access supports for hygiene and washing
of clothes, any personal items and bed linen as they require it.

Aged Care Flexible services, Disability SA and Home and
Community Care (HACC) funds the Delivery of services
provided in the Day Centre 8.30am – 5.00pm daily.

There have been focus groups held throughout the year
to provide information around changes in services and
promotion of services. We have also had NDIS information
sessions, ARAS (Aged rights Advocacy services) - Elder’s
abuse sessions, SA Housing and other visiting services from
Ceduna wanting to connect with our clients throughout the
past year.

National Jobs Creations projects provides funding for our
Part-time community staff to work 18 hours a week in Aged
care and Disability support service area, and NDIS individual
packages for Disability clients who have transitioned to NDIS
support services planning.

DAY CENTRE
Aged Care Day centre delivers services 8.30am – 5.00pm
week days to 17 Aged care clients and 7–9 Interim Disability
clients plus their carers.
The Day Centre provides a safe haven for our Community
Elders to come in and relax, watch television or socialize with
each other. They are supported to access other services such
as State Trustees, Centrelink, Centrecare, specialist services
and the Medical Centre.
Our Clients are provided with transport to services and
appointments located outside of Yalata, including cultural
activities and shopping trips.
The client has access to a daily menu which provides
information of the meals provided. The day centre provides
breakfast, morning tea, Lunch, Afternoon tea and Dinner
(MOW) which is delivered.
All meals are carefully prepared in the day centre kitchen
by our Chef Lionel, with assistance provided by our local
community staff.
Client activities have been facilitated throughout the year
including birthday celebrations, cultural activities such as
making of artifacts or bush tucker, painting and crafts.
Daily medication assistance is provided to clients with their
meal service and On-call Health workers provide medication
support over the weekends and out of working hours.

Image: Aunty Rita Bryant making artifacts

We have worked closely with the clinic to deliver medical
services for our clients these past 12 months. We have an
effective pathway of communication with the nursing team
and a plan for interim clients to receive continued medical
services; such as advocating in doctor appointments, review
of medication or assisting in a family meeting to plan supports
for clients with an urgent medical procedure or in-hospital
stay. The medical team are also assisting along with the
Doctors in completing required assessments for transition
into packages such as “My Age Care (ACAT, RAS) and NDIS”
planning.
Tullawon Health Service had a successful In-Service in
June where all of the Aged care staff participated over the
week, providing information for future development of Aged
care services to community. They also assisted with the
development of the organisational strategic planning.

Aged care services are made up of 3 staff plus a Team Leader
who assist our community clients with support services on a
daily basis. These staff work on different hours as funded
2 x 18 hours a week, 1 full-time support worker and part-time
cook.

NDIS INTERIM DISABILITY
SERVICES
Disability services changed as of January 2018, we have
seen the exit of 3 staff plus Team leader - who assisted our
community disability clients with support services on a daily
basis.

This can consist of daily meals to medication assistance or
even hygiene support if a client is seeking assistance in this
area, advocacy support and transport services, engagement
of families in the care of their Elder or vulnerable family
member.

The NDIS team provided a varied service to Aged care
including the normal support services through day centre as
well as case management of Interim Disability clients with
advocacy as a key support when dealing with Government
departments and Trustee services.

Staff are on a centre task schedule to keep the day centre
running smoothly and have individual daily tasks they
must complete in order to meet the required accreditation
standards to continue providing funded services to the
community.

The Team also provides In-home services to clients housed
at the Disability units, this is completed by the team on a
weekly basis, the Client will receive supports in cleaning unit,
washing of linen and personal clothes, Court yard cleaning
and a week-end meal pack service.

We have seen quality improvements made in all areas of
services to clients with the development of a fortnightly
set menu plan with a variety of meats and meals served to
clients. Maintaining healthy meals within the 5 food groups
with our Elders having a preference of kangaroo meat in their
diet. This is reviewed regularly so clients can have an input or
want a change in the food they are eating.

Staff are required to have current Interim/ Care plans that
support the service needs for individual clients, this varies
for individual clients with the Transition into NDIS packages
for registered clients, currently we have only had 3 get to
completed plan/package allocation. The area has been
working hard to try to cover any gaps for those who have
not completed the process and for those accessing their
packages.

The kitchen has seen improvements in its systems in
preparation of meals, development of meal plans, food
temperature control monitoring, stock/stores ordering system
and monitoring records. This area has to be efficient in
preparation times and service of meals whilst maintaining
food regulation standards. Staff have been provided food
handlers training in this area. On average the kitchen makes
360 main meals a week for client meal care while servicing
24 Community clients.
As a part of their roles staff are also required to complete
intake assessments for new clients with review of care plans
every 6 months for ongoing client support services with case
management supports.
This area has seen a steady support to community Elders
with around 17 regular clients on a daily basis in Aged care
receiving a suite of services.

This area has seen a significant drop in Community clients
seeking supports in other communities such as Ceduna,
Port Augusta and Adelaide as services are not readily
available out at Yalata.
We are providing supports to 7 regular Disability clients on a
daily basis and this can climb to 13 with Transient Disability
clients requiring daily services when visiting community.
The Community and Aged care team was saddened by the
loss of several community clients during the year and we have
seen some family members who were receiving services in
this area go to other communities to help with their grief and
loss, staff continue to support families and each other through
the pain of sorry business.
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AGED CARE & DISABILITY
SERVICES REPORT (CONTINUED)
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT/ DATA

LOOKING AHEAD:

August 3rd 2018 Aged Care services underwent an
Accreditation Audit review to continue monitoring compliance
as an organisation to the standards required in delivering
supported Aged care and NDIS services to community.

Aged Care services plan to upgrade the Day Centre, Kitchen
and sort funding for aged care units for clients and staff
safety and wellbeing and intend on reviewing and continuing
works in this area.

Tullawon Health has developed an action plan for this area
to implement and work towards staff meeting the required
standards for continued funding and service provision.

The year plan ahead is to have more cultural activities and
events, provide resources for our clients to have craft days or
game days in centre building up their social networks.

Aged Care Services will be undergoing another Review Audit
for two areas of funding in October/November 2018.

In the background we have continued to implement new
systems to move the area into maintaining required
Accreditation standards, with sustainable systems that can be
managed by the organisation into the future.

A Number of Staff have completed Data Training and
implemented this into their work place practice, there has
been increased responsibilities for staff to input data assisting
Team leader in maintaining client service records.
Aged care flexi & CHSP reporting have improved entering into
Communicare.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Aged care services have given opportunity to a number of
staff to access training to enhance the work they are doing on
ground for client services.
There is a plan to give new staff access to Aged Care Cert
3, Food handlers, Cultural Awareness, first aid, Better oral
health in residential care, Assist clients with Medication,
Manual Handling training, this is a standard requirement for
any employee commencing work in this area to be offered the
opportunity to gain these skills if they do not have them when
starting work.
There has been a Training package in leadership and
management expected to roll out during the next 12 months
for team leaders or staff wishing to further their work in the
management area of the organisation. Dates have yet to be
confirmed for those registered to complete this.
We continue to support staff to attend a number of forums
through Aged care and NDIS/Disability networks to gain
knowledge and build networks in this area.

Image: Aunty Mima Smart at the opening
of the Amenities building

GEORGINA RISELEY
AGED & DISABILITY COORDINATOR
JAMES BAKER
AGED CARE TEAM LEADER
SANDY BINELL
DISABILITY TEAM LEADER
JAMILAH LOVIBOND
NDIS COORDINATOR

KAKARRARA WILURRARA HEALTH
ALLIANCE (KWHA) REPORT

Fairwell to KWHA Medical Director
Dr Jillian Benson
I have been coming to Yalata since 2006 – firstly as a women’s
health doctor, then as a ‘children’s doctor’, then as Medical
Director of Tullawon Health Service and for the last 9 years as
founding Medical Director of the Kakarrara Wilurrara Health
Alliance.
It has been an amazing adventure and I have had the honour
and pleasure of working with some wonderful people –
health practitioners and students who have come with me
on the planes; local Remote Area Nurses, Aboriginal health
workers and admin staff; the RDWA and other outside
stakeholders; and of course the community members of
Yalata.
I have been privileged to see children grow up strong and
healthy and have their own children; to see families reunited
with the Renal Dialysis bus; to hear stories of people who
have overcome many difficulties to stay resilient and support
others; to know that people will see and hear better because
of the health care they receive; and to pay tribute to the
legacy of some wonderful Senior members of the community.
I have watched the dental clinic and the mothers and babies
clinic become reality and found specialists and allied health
professionals to come when they are needed.

I am enormously grateful to the other GPs who have been
part of the team over this time. Nowhere else have I felt so
supported and found doctors who are prepared to ‘go the
extra mile’, even when that has been difficult. I hope that
the students and young doctors who come out will carry this
legacy into the future.
The people I would like to thank the most are the community
members of Yalata. You have taught me, forgiven me when
I have not learnt quickly enough, laughed with me, told me
your stories, shared your land with me, listened when I carried
on about health things, built a vision of what was needed to
make Yalata healthier and then supported me as I did my best
to make that vision happen. I will carry you all in my heart
forever.
I have learnt Ngapartji Ngapartji. Thank you.
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KAKARRARA WILURRARA HEALTH
ALLIANCE (KWHA)

JILL xxx
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Images: Goodbye to Jill Benson

(KWHA) REPORT (CONTINUED)
/ BASSO NEWMAN
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WELCOME TO THE NEW KWHA
MEDICAL DIRECTOR

BASSO NEWMAN
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Dr Md Moniruzzaman (know as Dr Moni
to his patients) has long connections withYalata
Community.

Basso Newman Chartered Accountants have
been working with Tullawon Health Service since
2004.

He was trained in Aboriginal Health in Mildura region many
years ago. Currently he works in Adelaide with a team of
highly committed Aboriginal Health Practitioners. He started
his journey with Tullawon Health Service on 10/12/2008 as
a visiting GP. He worked here for 5 years (First 2½ years he
worked without pay and contributed his Medicare income to
THS). He was with Yalata people in their good and difficult
times. His connections with the community has been ongoing.
He is very humble and grateful to the Yalata community as
many of them still come and visit him in Kanggawodli when
they are in Adelaide.

The team (mainly Hayley Raven, Skye Taylor and Trevor Basso)
look after all of Tullawon’s Finances and Accounting; from
paying accounts to bookkeeping and preparing the necessary
documentation for our annual audit. The finance committee
meets with the Basso Newman team on a regular basis for
finance meetings to keep on top of how THS is travelling
against our budgets throughout the year.

He is thankful to the KWHA Network Committee (esp. Joanne
Badke, Vicki Taylor & Sharon Yendall and respective Boards)
for appointing him as the new Medical Director for the
Kakarrara Wilurrara Health Alliance (KWHA) from July 2018.
He is looking forward to serving the communities of Yalata,
Oak Valley and Tjuntjuntjara.
As a member of clinical councils of Adelaide PHN & Sonder,
he strongly advocates for Aboriginal health issues. He closely
works with the “Closing the Gap” team of Sonder. He is a
member of RACGP Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health
faculty.
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‘WORKING TOGETHER’ THROUGH
TEAM BUILDING, NETWORKING
AND ENGAGEMENT

THANK YOU

In 2016 Tullawon Health Service (THS) Executive Management Team adopted a Bi-annual In-Service program that would be highly
beneficial for all staff & Board Members to come together to review the business, new policy and procedures, and plan for the future
together. The 2nd In-Service was held for 3 days in Whyalla and all staff were given the time and assistance to travel and attend.

Thank you to all the staff who contributed to our annual report by way of articles, photos, production, and
distribution. A special thank you to Peter Hall from Handpict Photography who provided photos for the front
cover and several more throughout this annual report. Thank you also to Peter Redden of Peter Redden
Content & Design Solutions for beautifully putting together this report.

Having all of the employees together in one location without distractions meant that everyone could participate in group activities
that merged the different departments. This allowed everyone to relax and get to know each other outside of the work environment.
The Strategic Plan for the Health Service was discussed so that employees could understand their role within the organisation and
where there are possibilities for development and growth as an individual and the business.
The Board were able to use this opportunity to hear about what each of the departments had been doing and where the employees
felt there was room for improvement. With the introduction of ‘Gayle’s Law’ it was important to implement a new Safety and Security
Policy to ensure the safety of all employees and compliance with the new legislation in South Australia. The Board were then able to
consult with all staff immediately to explain the changes and let them know everything the Health Service would be doing to ensure
their safety.

FUNDING BODIES
Tullawon Health Service Inc. would formally like to thank all of our funding bodies for their continued support
throughout 2017–2018. We would not be able to support the Anangu of Yalata Community without your help.

MAJOR FUNDING BODIES

ENGAGEMENT
We were able to continue our interaction with the Community by holding our annual NAIDOC and Christmas Family Days. As with
last year we organised show rides and treats for the children and had a great carnival experience. Both events were very successful
and thoroughly enjoyed by the Community Members.
Government of South Australia

NETWORKING

SA Health

The Yalata Community had the opportunity for the Army to come and base itself in the community to complete Engineering works
which meant that Tullawon Health Service were able to create a partnership with the medical professionals that were assigned to
the Army’s Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP). These Medical professionals were able to come into the clinic to
assist and learn from our clinic. We all appreciated the opportunity to share skills and experiences and found it a very beneficial
experience.
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Government of South Australia
Department for Communities
and Social Inclusion

THS has been very excited that we have been able have these opportunities to support employees with their career development
and gain experience from other Medical Professionals. This allows us to offer the Community a positive experience when coming
to the Health Service.

Aboriginal health

in Aboriginal hands

Image: Yalata Community official
welcome day to the Army

Front Cover Image: Tullawon Health Service
community engagement – health promotion day
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